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PO: I told you that I was interested in attention ~he way it works 
) 

and in my own work and in what variations occur in works of 

other musciisans and I just want to know how one pays musical 

attention whether one is a composer or performer or a listener 1 
) ) 

so I got a set of questions we can go through them and you can 

tell me what you think/ 

In your ~ attitude about your music making - a what kind of 

changes have occurred through your career? 

EG: Are you s p eaking of a career as a teacher, or a performer or what? 

PO: ~et's s ay a performer. 

EG: From what time? 

PO: As far back as you want to go as far back as your aware ~~ an 

attitude about what you were doing as a performer. 

EG: Well, in the beginning I can remember my first performing at the 

piano was when 

whatever I 

was four years old and I would go in and play 

hea~my mother's pupils play and try to make the 

same sounds on the keyboard that I had heard them do using any 

fingers or any means of producing that sound and I could but not 

-
wanting her to show me anything about how to do it. Later on 

I remember listening to her teach and having very hostile feelings 

toward ~Avv ~ J a 1 'AI "' t) -(,~ 1...~-
"'· c! 
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but I always seemed to like the piano best and at home I used to play 
CGLL.o 

I played the violin, my daddy played the ahielo >and my mother played 

the piano as a trio together but later on I played the piano almost 

exclusively and dropped the violin~ altogether and my greatest delight 

came in playing for dancing class I played for many different dancing 

teachers and I enjoyed that kind of thing and later on~ discovered 

I had gotten into some habits of some things that I wanted to break 

or improve on and I began to listen to good piano stylists and try to 

imitate what they did\~uch, much later was fortunate enough to be 

instructed by . . . . Bill Knight and by Ricky Den who are very fine 

piano stylists and I find that after years of having abandoned that 

the type of thing that I love best and devote all my time to teaching 

but this past summer a very interesting thing happened to me because 
? tunes 

subconsiously I guess all the tens that were in my mind are still there 

came out and I had an opportunity to play at a couple wedding receptions 

and I worked very hard at home to prepare myself to play and sound 

that I had always wanted to develop but been scared away from because 

of other things taking up my time it seems that all of it came out 

just the way I wanted it to this moment and I never enjoyed playing so 

much in all my life 



PO: So, as you consider that to be a change in your attitude or 
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that I~~ wanted It seemed to be continuation of ~hing to 

develop - you might ~ say there is ~~hange to~cause had my 
• A--s 

mind been taken up with all the music that I am now find ~taken 

again since I've gone back into teaching this fall it seems to push 

the rest of it out of my mind it doesn't really push it out of my 

mind its there it would come out anytime~its seems that I don't have 

enough time or capacity to handle all of it at the same time 

up 

probably did all the other complexities o£ day to day living now that 

Mr. Hogats is out very student things being taken care of but always 

in the back of my mind there is this total desire to develop my entire 

self to developing my own style of playing like I want to play 

PO: So, do you think thats been a consistent attitude to you think, 

all along? 

ED: Has that been a consis 

Yes it is a consistent attitude but its also involved changes I think 

from time to time because its certainly involves jazz and jazz of course 

is always changing ever changing I never sit down and play the same 

thing twice and that is a thought ~r ~~ . \ consider of changing 

I don't know lf thats a type of change you had in mind 

PO: Well, lets go onto the different questions see how it comes out 

What changes have you experienced in your emotional states during 

your music making? 



As it applies to myself? 

Yes, as a performer ~ 

I'm not to sure. I believe1)Jused to try to please other people more 

in playing it was always perhaps a little afraid of not producing 

what someone else wanted or expected of me and now the biggest change 

that has happened to me in that respect.: .. ~ ._is that I want to please myself 

now. I want just to sit · down and play the way I wanted to be and I'm 

not to concerned with what I think someBody else wants of me 

What about you! philosphy about performing:. . Wh~t changes have occurred 

in that, how do you think of that? 
. •'. 

Would that be .verx different. from ;what I have been saying? 
. i ,, , ·. ' .. ·~/ I 

! ., 
• '•I • .. 
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.':t .:maybe .. not Well, maybe no:t: J.. . • 
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You see, I . have the .feeling that I ha:ve lost n{ys~i£· sb " ci··· tn: g_ett:ing to 
(,':. . " '!·i'"":.: ••. . · . 

deeply involved perhaps ~i~roblems of students ' and'·pushing IIJ.Y 9~ 
.· . ~ ~ : ·~ ,::~ , .. :_ : 

musical desires aside on account of not having enough time to encompass 

all of it It would be rather hard to evolve any kind of philosphy 

about playing · to devote my entire self and all my entire energies 

to it the way I would want t'o 

Could you describe how you would want to do it? 

Not in a disciplined way . I would like to just have all of my time 

completely for myself and then whatever happen - happen. I probably 

wouldn't approach it the same way every day . 
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What has been or what do you think is a creative~sical 
for you in your performance and how do you produce it? 

Just to pursue the way I feel through the keyboard. To play me 

Then are you aware of your own attention in the way -~ ~istinguished 

from what your playing while your playing? 

I'm not sure what your saying? 

Well, attention? Attention we can think of attention~~hen we focus 

on something or we can think of being aware where the events are 
n.JJ\~ .. ~-

not so clearly defined but we're aware of~\ going on l so that 

there's a range of attention which is very focused to very diffused. 

Attention on music or the ..... ? 

How you are interacting with it I mean you say you are sitting there 

at the piano and you know what you have to do in order to make the 

music - where is your attention when your doing this? 

Sometimes the attention is not on what I'm doing but there's one 

particular instance that I can site and that was at one of the 
~~\'-~ 

receptions when I was playing ( and I had been playing for almost 3 hrs. 

and it was time for the bride and groom to leave and the rest of the 

people were leaving and I was playing a piece that I loved very much 

and I was concentrating so deeply on it that suddenly I was aware 

that someone was talking to me and asking me something and I realized 

they had been talking to me and I had not heard what they had said 
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I ·was not aware of anything except what I was doing~that particular 

time and I was very deeply aware of what I was playing so much so 

that I did not know there was someone there standing and talking to 

me 

Really gone way inside 

I really was and I was enjoying what I w.as doing 

Would you say thats the kind of concentration or attention~ou like 

to have? 

It was very pleasurable to me because I was playing~ the way I wanted 

to play it 

Well have you been aware of that before? 

Probably not~deeply as that o~e time because it sticks in my 

memory now and I don't remember any other instance 

Do you think that the any other activity could emphasize that kind of 
~\~ ~o.r~~lrtJ 

process or in otherwords e able apply the~ome other form~ of activity~ 

Oh yes in yoga, always and in reading or just I can employ deep 

concentration I believe in any area 

And is there any particular one that seems to be most heightened or is 
' ~ ~ 

i~ ust interchangeable? 

I can do it in church, I can do it at home in prayerful thought or 

meditation if you care to call it that I can block anything else out 

Its very refreshing, I can do it in the midst of wome~that I don't 

want to listen to. I have employed that quite sucessfully 
1 
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Were you ever aware of that kind of concentration early you know 

when you were going back to 4 yrs old 

I think so, yes, I know so because a I remember an instance that sticks 

in my mind when I was little and just go out when I would spend a 

weekend during the summertime with my grandparents and in the evenings 

sometimes I would go out on the porch by myself and its seems to me in 

my memory I was singing not words just making sounds and standing 

there being very emotional type of child there were usually tears 

rolling down my face and a not that I was sad ... 

it was just enjoying the sounds that I was making and the moods that 

it would evoke and I remember one of those instances very very clearly 

I'm not sure of why I remember that particular instance at all 

but I can almost experience it and I can feel myself standing there 

with my hands behind my back and tears rolling down my cheek 

and making all these crazy sounds -- weird little nut 

Well do you think you could go through and find other instances so 

there's kind of history of your performance in terms of that kind of 

concentration? For instance, how did you acquire your skills I mean 

what skills are important and how did they figure into this attention 

and this concentration that you talk about? 

That would be a little difficult to say I think it just stems from a 

what I would consider to be any average childs desire to inform himself 

about things or for that matter when you watch bab animals like i've 
fl t-It, t 1u-J r J;-d flY tv-1. t.. ,t:f__, . ~ 

~C l'-' I 

been doing this summer we had ... ' they discover c; Cfi' t~ t-f- A, ' 

f / ?-r7 ~~ 
/-'[ ·~ ~f._...-,1 L- (l 1.~ _,..:rf.,. . .A.--1 • c: I 
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its seems to me that they sometimes sit and almost concentrate 

on trying to figure things out to see how something works or what 

somethings for and I think children more or less have a tendency 

to do that perhaps some of them to a greater degree than others. 

I know that I would become very silent perhaps another type of child 

with a different termperament from mine might become agressive 

and throw themselves around and be very active and a reach and grap 

get something for themselves I would tend more to be quiet , very quiet ~ 

sort of clam up and sit and wonder about it and try to figure it out 

willing to figure it out for yourself 

Your willing to figure it out for yourself . 

~
I think so, thinking now with certain groups I find that theres 

L)_ ) \ ~~ 
a reaction thats depends on the type person 'm with 

whether become very .... talk alot or simply have absolutely nothing 

to say I think you find out more sometimes when you have 

nothing to say 

And be more receptive - whats coming out See what value it has to you 

I guess If you , do you think there's any changes in the ways you use 

skills that you have 

Well I think all of us would be in bad fixes if we didn't go through 

some changes . . . . skills we certainly never progress 

Do you remember any particular change anywhere? 
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As applies to my students I find that I give them the reins more and 

let th~m explore more instead of trying to open up their heads and 

stick · a funnel in it force stuff ~inside of them 

Do you think or do you notice maybe how their concentration is working? 

I think its there when you ~them~chance to use it, you talk to 

much to students there attention wanders and chances are that there 

not listening to what your saying ................. . 

\ 

Do you think or do you want them to have the same} concentration you do? 

That would depend on what there needs are, I need it maybe their needs 

are different from mine I would hope that whatever I could help them to 

attain to fit their needs not mine 

Afterall that we've been talking about do you think are you doing what 

you say your doing in your performance? 

What I say I'm doing? w~at, I don't quite understand. 

Afterall of what you said in this conversation - is there anything you 

want to change or does it feel right? 
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almost sensitive perhaps about it that a you~ immediately expected to 

keep the conversation ball going batting it back and forth constantly 

no matter what comes out of your mouth so long there some sort of 

conversation going a and I don't like that and I think that you have 

just as much communication by being with the person perhaps spending 

a silent time together ..... in silence. It doesn't necessarily have 

to be ..... . 

Do you think maybe this form of concentration that you like that you've 

noted now that we've talked - you mentioned how emotional you were 

as a child but do you think this form of concentration gives you 

the way of controlling that - controlling you emotions? 

I think 

you certainly do that with yoga and a there's other things involved 

like the breathing, breathing always helps a person to bring himself 

under control persons do before they are going to 

perform is to practice deep breathing 

You know there are other forms of concentration for instance in the 

karate one of the things we have to be, really be aware must be aware 

of outside in which is the opposite of yoga concentration 

How do you do that? 

Well, there's a different kind of attention that operates (I don't want 

to) 
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You mean 
Sort of cosmic awareness or what? 

Well I wouldn't go so far as to put that word on it instead of a 

\
' ~{ 

narrow focus with the lense ~pens up I'm just using lense as a 

metaphor because you may be aware of everything visually or 

may be aware of everything auditor, what you hear, may be aware of 

everything the way your body is sensing or even smelling you know 

all of those different ways of picking up information thats com. ing t . ,, x !) "'p 
- ~ . ~ t ; ~\..lr'U ~~ ~. ' 

"' Q f-h V 
in so its like having your lense open wider and wider !\~ \ ~, . · 

detail is not clear so that you become sensitive to any changes 

that occurr so thats a different kind of attention but if your 

attention completely turned in or even pointed toward one thing but 

you got to do that in karate also because if you sense the change 

then you probably wlil have to make some action to protect yourself 

or attack and so that then everything has to be channeled exactly to 

the target and thats a very narrow focus so thats those of two kinds 

sort of opposing kinds of attention that we have you know as human 

beings and we can use them in various ways its just interesting 

people to it. 

Well it seems to me when I was going to yoga class one of the things 

that we were 

feel relaxed 

it was growing bigger, bigger and bigger 

getting out 

That's interesting, do you think that there may - you spoke about 

playing at the wedding this summer and having that experience 

really deep concentration - do you think there's a relationship between 
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your having done your yoga for a year and that experience? 

Very possible - it may have released something that was blocked 

that prevented me from being free from not playing 

your not playing constantly 

gives you something to rely 

PO So you were really relying on your store 

EG Right and it was there and it flowed freely. 

PO It sounds to me there could have been a connection that the yoga 

kind of gave you permission to do the thing that was natural for you 

to do. 

EG I think so 

Yeah 

EG Its very possible and very probable 

PO So thats an interesting application of how yoga feed usic activity 

maybe you had an affinity ~ yoga on account of the way you were 

approaching your music - so 

EG I was very, very reluctant to return · because 

its not because I don't enjoy doing it because I get 

but the only trouble about is that I do not have the capacity for 

doing the other things I so want to do 

PO Feels like theres no space 

EG So much time 

PO I just recently got something interesting that I want you to experience 

Lester has a friend who is a clinical psychologist who had studied 
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some karate with Lester and the last ten years he has developed 

some audio tapes which introduce people to what he calls nopen 

Focus" which is that kind of awareness that I \.vas telling you about 

in karate but where a these tapes are meditation they promote really 

very deep relaxation and the method he uses is free of any kind 

of cultural or religious biasis and the instructions to develop 

objectless meditation - object within an image 

and the way he does it is he asks questions which are like this 

can you image the space between your eyes, and a kind you image .-

the distance between your lower lip and your bottom of your chin 

and it goes on with whole theories of things and if you try to 

image these things pretty soon your not thinking about any particular 

object of distance, space, volume and things like that and it really 

works and it really takes you into a really deep state of relaxation 

and one of things that I thought would be particular value to you 

he has a tape which is disolving pain and its using that form of 

meditation to work on pain whether its physical, emotional whatever 

shows how to absorb that into your system in a way that it diffuses 

instead of becomes so being so focused, narrow , pointed and painful 

so its really interesting. We are going to have a seminar here 

tonight and work with these tapes and I've ordered them and soon as 

I can I'll see that you get them too. You can put it into cassette · 

tape recorder at night and we've been doing it and boy it really 

made a difference to us. Rosy said she's a different person. 

Well, I believe you 

But I think it would be very helpful and may open up to you thats 

a little different too - a diffa::-ent way of thinking - so 


